
Policymakers and
scholars in the United States worried about growing threats to the Western in-
ternational order well before President Donald Trump began rhetorically
attacking U.S. allies and challenging the international trading system.1 These
threats included the 2007–08 ªnancial crisis and the negative economic im-
pacts of globalization. Recently, the focus has shifted sharply to the return
of major power competition. As the United States’ 2018 National Defense
Strategy notes: “We are facing increased global disorder, characterized by de-
cline in the long-standing rules-based international order . . . Inter-state strate-
gic competition, not terrorism, is now the primary concern in U.S. national
security.”2 Perceived threats have generated a search for policies capable of
preserving the international order. As a bipartisan group of former govern-
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ment ofªcials concluded in 2016, “The great task of our time is therefore to pre-
serve, adapt and extend that order as best we can.”3

This article explores a more fundamental set of issues—the analytic value of
framing U.S. security and foreign policy in terms of the international order.
Scholars typically deªne an international order as the rules and institutions
that guide states’ behavior. A speciªc type of international order—the liberal
international order (LIO)—plays a central role in current analyses of and de-
bates over U.S. foreign policy. The LIO comprises a variety of disparate ele-
ments, including predominant U.S. power, U.S. alliances in Europe and Asia,
the open international economic system, and the United Nations.

My analysis introduces a distinction between the LIO and what I term the
“LIO concept”—the logics and mechanisms through which the LIO is said to
produce outcomes. Scholars have claimed that the LIO concept explains the
cohesion and effectiveness of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO),
and that the LIO is responsible for the Cold War peace, U.S. victory in the Cold
War, and the absence of balancing against U.S. hegemonic power after the
Cold War. Yet, despite the centrality of the LIO to U.S. foreign policy discourse,
scholars have devoted little effort to scrutinizing key strands of the LIO con-
cept and claims about the outcomes the LIO has produced.4 This article
seeks to ªll these gaps in the literature.

In this article, I show that the LIO concept suffers from theoretical weak-
nesses that render it unable to explain much about the interaction of the
United States with its adversaries or its allies. Worse yet, framing U.S. policy
in terms of the LIO is potentially dangerous; by exaggerating the threat
posed by small changes to the political status quo and implicitly rejecting ad-
aptation to the new balance of power in East Asia, the LIO lens could encour-
age the United States to adopt overly competitive policies.

The LIO concept suffers from two main problems. First, and most basic, the
LIO concept is inward looking; it focuses on interactions between states that
are members of the liberal international order, not on interactions between
states that belong to the LIO and those that do not. This is a serious limitation,
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because the LIO is a partial order; it does not (and did not) include key major
powers. During the Cold War, for example, the LIO did not include the Soviet
Union; today, neither China nor Russia is fully included. Consequently, the
LIO concept can shed little light on the most important issues in international
politics—speciªcally, the prospects for peace and cooperation between the
United States and its allies, on the one hand, and its adversaries and competi-
tors, on the other.

Second, key strands of the LIO concept suffer serious theoretical weak-
nesses. For example, one strand argues that a powerful state can bind itself to
institutions, thereby reassuring weaker partners that it will meet its alliance
commitments, neither abandoning its allies nor using force coercively against
them; such reassurance was essential to NATO’s success during the Cold War.
A powerful state, however, cannot effectively constrain its ability to use its
power/military force when the stakes are sufªciently high. Another strand of
the LIO concept holds that hierarchy built on legitimate authority, granted by
subordinate (i.e., weaker) states to the dominant (i.e., stronger) state, is essen-
tial to explaining cooperation under anarchy. According to this argument, hier-
archy plays a central role in explaining cooperation among NATO’s member
states. I show, however, that this has not been the case and that established the-
ories of alliance cooperation explain cooperation within NATO quite well.
Given these theoretical weaknesses, the LIO concept cannot support claims
that the LIO’s institutions have been more effective or better able to weather
shocks from the international system than they would have been otherwise.

I argue that other well-established theories—in particular, defensive
realism/rationalist structural theories, which are based on a combination of
power, interest, and information-based arguments—are able to explain the ma-
jor historical events that scholars and commentators have credited to the LIO.
Thus, the LIO concept’s inward focus and theoretical weakness do not leave
scholars with a signiªcant explanatory gap. For example, balance of threat the-
ory does an excellent job of explaining the basics of NATO’s Cold War cohe-
sion and effectiveness. Explaining more nuanced features of NATO requires
other theories, including bargaining theory and neo-institutional theories. Sim-
ilarly, a variety of structural arguments can explain the Cold War peace, in-
cluding the defense advantage created by nuclear weapons, NATO’s effective
deterrent capabilities, and the relative simplicity of balancing in bipolarity.

Despite these problems with the LIO concept, the LIO might prove valuable
if its components produce more jointly than they would individually—that
is, if the whole of the LIO were greater than the sum of its parts. For example, a
variety of theories have identiªed positive interactions between U.S. alliances
and the open economic system. Available research indicates, however, that the
size of these interactions is hard to estimate—experts disagree on their magni-
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tude, with some ªnding that the beneªts are insigniªcant. Thus, the possibility
of interactive beneªts fails to provide a strong case for envisioning the LIO as
an integrated entity. More central to my critique, the mechanisms that drive
these interactions are not included in the LIO concept and therefore lie largely
outside the LIO lens.

In light of all of these shortcomings, I conclude that scholars, policy analysts,
and practitioners should stop framing their analyses of U.S. international
policy in terms of the LIO. In addition to lacking analytic value, framing dis-
cussions of U.S. international policy in terms of the LIO tends to build in a
status quo bias: the vast majority of such discussions start from the premise
that preserving the LIO deserves top priority. With China’s rise generating a
dramatic shift in the global balance of power, however, the United States needs
to engage in a more fundamental evaluation of its interests and the best means
for achieving them. I argue, therefore, that the United States should analyze
the broad outlines of its international policy from the perspective of grand
strategy. By adopting a grand-strategic framework, analysts can correct the
LIO’s status quo bias, make theoretical debates more explicit, and ensure that a
wider array of foreign policy options receive due consideration.

This article proceeds in eight sections. In the ªrst section, I discuss different
meanings of the term “liberal international order” and argue that the lack of an
agreed upon meaning is a source of policy and analytic confusion. Next, I de-
scribe the logics and mechanisms of the LIO concept. I then show that the LIO
concept’s inward focus largely undermines its explanatory value. In the fourth
section, I explore weaknesses in some of the LIO concept’s theoretical argu-
ments. The ªfth section offers alternative explanations for international behav-
ior that some theorists credit to the LIO. The sixth section reviews research that
demonstrates that interactions between the LIO’s security and economic com-
ponents do not make it signiªcantly more than the sum of its parts. In the sev-
enth section, I argue for shifting entirely from an LIO lens to a grand-strategic
lens. In the conclusion, I identify policy issues and options raised by employ-
ing a grand strategy framework. For example, should the United States retain
its security commitments to its regional allies? Should it make concessions in
East Asia that are essentially precluded by the LIO’s status quo bias? Should
the United States instead adopt competitive policies that are inconsistent
with the LIO but that may be required to preserve U.S. regional dominance?

What Is the Liberal International Order?

This section reviews scholars’ understandings of the elements that constitute
an international order. It then explores whether an international order should
be considered an end or a means.
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international order basics

An international order is widely understood by scholars as the “explicit princi-
ples, rules, and institutions that deªne the core relationship between the states
that are party to the order.”5 Therefore, almost any international situation
qualiªes as an international order, so long as its members accept the sover-
eignty norm. All of the basic types of security arrangements—including he-
gemony, balance of power,6 collective security, concerts, and security
communities—qualify as international security orders or partial orders. Secu-
rity orders vary in terms of the degree of competition and cooperation be-
tween states, as well as in the extent to which power and coercion play central
roles. Economic relationships—speciªcally, economic interdependence—and
regime type—speciªcally, democracy—may also be deªning features of
security orders, as well as of international orders more broadly.7

Most analyses of international orders concentrate on major powers, focusing
on their achievement of peace and prosperity, and emphasize the beneªts of
states’ acceptance of norms and institutions. U.S. discussions of the interna-
tional order ªt ªrmly in this category.8 In contrast, other analyses highlight the
contested nature of norms and institutions, which they attribute to the com-
bined effects of the unequal distribution of global power and the tremendous
inºuence of the most powerful states in shaping the order.9 These analyses
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place greater weight on questions of justice, global inequality, and poverty, and
emphasize their importance for the order’s legitimacy.

U.S. scholars’ and policymakers’ discussions of the international order refer
primarily, at least implicitly, to the LIO, sometimes termed the “liberal hege-
monic order,” which the United States took the lead in establishing following
World War II.10 Democratic states infuse the LIO with liberal values. The LIO’s
institutions include NATO and the U.S.-Japan alliance; an open trading sys-
tem, initially managed via the Bretton Woods institutions and now including
the World Trade Organization (WTO); and the United Nations, which sets
out the central role of state sovereignty and limits on the use of military
force, which have their foundation in the principle of Westphalian sovereignty.
While the United States used its overwhelming power (i.e., its hegemonic posi-
tion) to shape these institutions, according to LIO theorists, it also agreed, via
these institutions, to make “the exercise of American power more restrained
and predictable.”11 Most analyses adopt a primarily U.S. perspective that
tends to overlook that China and Russia have never fully embraced the LIO—
most importantly, its commitment to democracy and individual human rights.
In effect, this perspective implicitly assumes that what is good for the United
States is good for others as well.

Since the end of the Cold War, many scholars and policy analysts have
employed the term LIO much more broadly, including within it a norm to de-
fend and promote democracy;12 obligations for states to combat terrorism and
to adopt plans to reduce climate change; a norm requiring the protection of hu-
man rights; a commitment to the economic growth of developing countries;
the nuclear nonproliferation regime and other limits on weapons of mass de-
struction; the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea; regional trade
agreements—for example, the North American Free Trade Agreement; and an
array of regional forums and groups designed to pursue security or economic
goals, or both.13
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Given the many different uses of the term LIO, it is unsurprising that a re-
cent analysis concludes that “much of the disagreement about the value of the
international order for U.S. policy may come down to disagreements about
what we actually mean by ‘order.’”14

means or end?

A key conceptual question about any international order is whether it is a
means for achieving a state’s objectives or an end in itself. Scholars and policy-
makers frequently create confusion by using the term to refer to both. For ex-
ample, the 2010 U.S. National Security Strategy holds that “an international
order advanced by U.S. leadership that promotes peace, security and oppor-
tunity” is one of the United States’ enduring interests—that is, an end. The
document also holds that the “test of this international order must be the coop-
eration it facilitates and results it generates”—that is, a means.15 For both con-
ceptual clarity and analytic utility, I argue that an international order should
be understood as a means, not an end. A state or states create an order to
achieve certain ends. Similarly, a state can choose to join an order—abide by its
rules and norms and participate in its institutions—in pursuit of its interests
(i.e., ends).16

A related, distinction is whether an international order is a means or an out-
come (i.e., a result).17 For example, Hedley Bull, an early theorist of interna-
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tional order, deªnes international order as “a pattern of behavior that sustains
the elementary or primary goals of the society of states, or international soci-
ety.” This deªnition conceives international order as an outcome—in this par-
ticular case, a pattern. It thus conºates an international order—the norms,
rules, and institutions—with the outcomes it produces.

In addition to being a means to an end, an order can be a constraint on a
state’s behavior. Once an order is established, a member state may be unable to
quickly change it. Deeply institutionalized trade organizations and security al-
liances are costly to create—in terms of time, wealth, or political capital, or
some combination thereof—and thus costly to re-create. Thus, with few excep-
tions, a state can in the short term choose to act within the order—abiding by
its rules and norms—or to violate it, but not to create a revised order.18

Whether an order is a means or a constraint thus depends partly on the phase
of its evolution. During its creation, an order is essentially a means to an end;
once established, it can be at least partly a constraint. In the longer term, a
sufªciently powerful state may be able to revise the order; therefore, in this
time frame, the order is primarily a means.

The remainder of this article explores the LIO, because it is the focus of cur-
rent U.S. discussions of the international order. I further restrict my discussion
to the narrow version of the LIO for a variety of reasons: virtually all discus-
sions of the LIO include its core of elements; the narrow version is the most ex-
tensively theorized; and the elements included in the narrow version have the
greatest potential to maintain and increase U.S. national security.

The LIO Concept

In this section, I brieºy describe ªve mechanisms—causal logics—that LIO
theorists argue produce the order’s outcomes:19 democracy, hierarchy built on
legitimate authority, institutional binding, economic interdependence, and po-
litical convergence.20
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Understanding these mechanisms is essential for evaluating proponents’
claims that the LIO positively inºuences international outcomes. Scholars have
extensively theorized and studied the individual core elements of the LIO, in-
cluding alliances, the open economic system, and the sovereignty norm, with-
out viewing them as part of an integrated entity, the order. This research
has yielded well established, or at least widely debated, insights about the
international impacts generated by each element. To take an obvious exam-
ple, NATO certainly inºuenced U.S.-Soviet interactions during the Cold
War. NATO’s inºuence is well understood, however, in terms of established
theories—including theories that explain why alliances form, how they sup-
port deterrence, and when they threaten adversaries. Proponents of the LIO,
employing the LIO concept, claim that the LIO produces positive outcomes
not explained by the theories that address the order’s individual elements. Fol-
lowing sections explain why they are wrong.

democracy

Theorists of the LIO claim that many facets of democratic states help make fea-
sible a liberal order that produces cooperation, unilateral restraint, and peace:
democratic states have common interests; they expect that interactions will be
based on consensus and reciprocity, not simply on the exercise of power; they
can overcome the security dilemma; and they can make credible commitments
that provide conªdence that powerful states will restrain their use of force.21

As a result, democracies are better able to maintain alliances, pursue open
trade, and establish and abide by rules that guide international behavior.

Scholars have extensively debated the impact of democracy on international
politics.22 Democratic peace theory, which explains cooperation and peace be-
tween democracies, and related features of democratic exceptionalism have
received much support, although scholars continue to disagree over which
speciªc mechanisms produce these outcomes. Analysts who conclude that de-
mocracy has these far-reaching positive international impacts ªnd that the LIO
has greater potential to beneªt its member states than democratic-peace skep-
tics believe.
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hierarchy built on legitimate authority

According to LIO theorists, the order is characterized by hierarchy, not
anarchy—that is, the lack of an international institution or state that can pre-
vent the use of military force and enforce international agreements. In the in-
ternational relations theory literature, hierarchy has a variety of meanings and
logics. The LIO is grounded in a narrow conception of the term: hierarchy is
manifest in legitimate political authority between superordinate and subordi-
nate states.23 John Ikenberry explains that in hierarchical systems, “order is es-
tablished or imposed by a leading state wielding concentrated power and
authority . . . hierarchical orders can vary widely in terms of the degree to
which superordinate and subordinate roles are established and maintained by
such factors as coercive power, legitimate authority, institutionalized relations,
and a division of labor.”24 In a liberal hegemonic order, legitimate authority
plays a large role, whereas coercion plays a limited role.

The legitimacy of the most powerful state reºects its willingness to rely on
bargaining to achieve consensus.25 The LIO is built on negotiated rules that
all states, including the most powerful state, accept. Consequently, the weaker
states consider the most powerful state’s overwhelming inºuence in establish-
ing the terms of the consensus to be legitimate.26 Accordingly, the weaker
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states are less likely to try to overturn the agreement or regime, which in-
creases the most powerful state’s prospects for maintaining its position over
the long run. Nevertheless, the structural relationship between the states is hi-
erarchical, because the most powerful state disproportionately inºuences the
terms of the agreement.

David Lake offers a different understanding of hierarchy, based on a concept
of “relational authority.” He states that “in a relational approach, authority
is understood to rest on an exchange relationship between dominant and
subordinate states, in which the former provides a social order in return for
compliance and legitimacy from the latter.”27 Legitimacy conferred by the sub-
ordinate (weaker) power to the superordinate (stronger) power distinguishes
the product of relational authority from standard bargained agreements.
Central to Lake’s understanding of legitimacy is duty: “It is the duty to com-
ply with the ruler’s commands—or alternatively the legitimacy of those
commands—that renders authority and coercion conceptually distinct.”28

institutional binding

Scholars who study institutions have identiªed a variety of ways in which in-
ternational institutions can help states achieve common objectives, including
by providing information, reducing transaction costs, and increasing efªciency
in the implementation of shared functions.29 The LIO concept goes further,
holding that states can bind themselves to institutions. Ikenberry argues that
“liberal theories grasp the way in which institutions can channel and constrain
state actions, but they have not explored a more far-reaching view, in which
leading states use intergovernmental institutions to restrain themselves and
thereby dampen fears of domination and abandonment in secondary states.”30

For Ikenberry, the ability of powerful states to bind themselves to rules, agree-
ments, and institutions makes exit from the institutions sufªciently difªcult
and costly that a dominant state can reassure weaker members that it will meet
its obligations and not use its superior force against their interests. “The logic
of institutional binding and supranationalism,” writes Ikenberry, “is to restrain
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power through the establishment of an institutionalized political process su-
pervised by formal-legal authority.” He goes on, “States might ordinarily pre-
fer to preserve their options . . . Through institutional binding, states do
exactly the opposite: they build long-term security, political and economic
commitments that are difªcult to retract.” This checking of the dominant
state’s power increases weak states’ willingness to reach agreements that ex-
pand their dependence on the dominant state and their potential vulnerability
to its power.31

economic interdependence

A core theme of liberalism is that economic interdependence reduces the
probability of war. States give priority to increasing their prosperity, and trade
can play a central role in achieving this end. The higher the level of economic
interdependence, the greater the losses from the interruption of trade; recogni-
tion of these potential losses increases the incentives for states to avoid war.
U.S. leaders’ beliefs about the beneªts of economic interdependence and about
the dangers of unbridled economic competition, which fueled the Great
Depression and in turn World War II, played an inºuential role in shaping the
U.S. design of the LIO.32

As with the role of democracy in promoting peace, there is substantial theo-
retical and empirical debate over the impact of economic interdependence on
war.33 For example, realists have argued that economic interdependence cre-
ates vulnerabilities, which in turn generate the potential for coercion via trade
embargos and trade wars, and that vulnerability to the disruption of vital im-
ports can fuel military competition and support decisions for war.34 A state’s
decisions about how much economic vulnerability to accept depend on its
expectations about the size of the economic beneªts and the probability of fu-
ture political and military conºict.35
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political convergence

The ªfth mechanism in the LIO concept—political convergence—played a
central role during the post–Cold War period. Convergence embodies the
belief that “as countries embraced globalization, they would become more
‘responsible’ members of the liberal international order and would, over
time, liberalize domestically.”36 More speciªcally, states’ growing involve-
ment in the open international economy and, related, their increasing pros-
perity would eventually convert authoritarian states into democracies.
Democracy would then lead to cooperation and peace between the great pow-
ers via the logic of the democratic peace. In contrast to the four other LIO
mechanisms, the core of convergence is essentially transformational: the inter-
national order achieves these positive outcomes by changing states, aligning
their interests and advancing their understandings of acceptable means for
achieving their foreign policy objectives.37

The convergence-driven transition to democracy could occur incrementally
through a variety of reinforcing mechanisms. The increasingly open economic
system and the acceleration of globalization would increase countries’ wealth
and per capita gross domestic product (GDP). The resultant rising standard of
living would promote democracy via the creation of a middle class striving to
achieve political inºuence. In addition, features of an effective market—
including the rule of law and property rights—would favor the development
of civil society and, in turn, support liberal democracy.38

In the post–Cold War era, the most important candidates for convergence
were Russia and especially China, given its potential to become an economi-
cally advanced peer competitor of the United States. Michael Mandelbaum
summarizes the thinking: “The guiding principle of the post–Cold War
Western policy toward Russia and China, as well as toward the countries of
the periphery, was one of the precepts central to the liberal view of history:
Free markets make free men.”39
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Inward Focus of the LIO Concept

Proponents of the LIO have made ambitious claims about its positive impact
on U.S. security, maintaining that it was responsible for the Cold War
peace, U.S. success in winning the Cold War, the specialization of capabilities
within U.S. alliances,40 and the lack of balancing against predominant U.S.
power following the Cold War. In addition, they ascribe the peace and cooper-
ation that characterized the ªrst two decades of the post–Cold War era largely
to the LIO.

The LIO can take little or no credit for these outcomes, however, because it is
a partial order and because the LIO concept is primarily inward looking. By
partial, I mean that the order does not include all of the major powers;41 by in-
ward looking, I mean that the LIO concept primarily addresses interactions be-
tween states that are members of the order, not interactions between its
members and states that lay outside the LIO. In other words, links between the
LIO concept and the behavior of potential U.S. adversaries are largely missing.

My argument does not dispute that individual elements of the LIO sig-
niªcantly inºuence interactions between the United States (and its allies) and
nonmember states. There are well-established theories that explain these inter-
actions. Given its inward focus, however, the LIO concept fails to identify
additional interactions, outcomes, or beneªts.

Consider, ªrst, the Cold War. The Soviet Union and its allies were not mem-
bers of the LIO. They were not democracies, so democratic peace arguments
do not apply. Nor were they members of the most important and most conse-
quential LIO institutions, including NATO. Thus, the institutional binding ar-
gument says little about how institutional arrangements inºuenced political
relations between the United States and Soviet Union. Nor does the hierarchy
argument apply globally, because the Cold War was bipolar. To the extent that
the United States enjoyed power advantages within this bipolarity, it could not
use them to gain legitimate authority through a consensual bargain with the
Soviet Union. Finally, the Soviet Union was largely excluded from the West’s
open markets and its ªnancial system; thus, economic interdependence argu-
ments do not apply. In short, the LIO concept does not address interactions
between the United States and the Soviet Union.
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The post–Cold War era is less clear cut. Nevertheless, the LIO concept con-
tinues to suffer many of the problems associated with its inward focus. China
is not a democracy, and it is not a member of the United States’ security alli-
ances in Asia; indeed, China is now the target of these alliances. The binding
and hierarchy arguments, therefore, do not apply to China. China was, how-
ever, increasingly integrated into the international economy, including the
WTO, during this period; economic interdependence between the United
States and China grew dramatically, as did China’s wealth. Thus, the economic
interdependence and convergence arguments do apply. The LIO concept says
little about the expected results when only some of its mechanisms apply. In
any event, the results predicted by the LIO’s interdependence and conver-
gence mechanisms have been disappointing: growing international trade has
been accompanied by escalating tensions between the United States and
China, not by reduced tensions; and China’s dramatic economic success has
been accompanied recently by increasingly centralized authoritarian rule,
not democracy and liberalization more generally. China’s failure to move to-
ward democracy has been possibly the greatest disappointment for propo-
nents of the LIO.

The LIO’s Weak Theoretical Foundations

In this section, I continue to explore the LIO concept by probing the logic of
certain of its key mechanisms. Although the concept’s inward focus leaves the
LIO with little ability to directly affect U.S. relations with adversaries, the LIO
might enhance its members’ ability to cooperate and coordinate with each
other. If so, the LIO could then increase U.S. security indirectly by increasing
member states’ wealth and the effectiveness of the LIO’s institutions. For ex-
ample, if the LIO concept shows that U.S. alliances have been more effective—
more cohesive, less contentious, longer lasting, and so on—than established al-
liance theories predict, then this additional effectiveness should be recognized
as a distinct contribution of the LIO to U.S. success during the Cold War.

I argue that because of weaknesses in three of the mechanisms that consti-
tute the LIO concept—binding, hierarchy, and political convergence—the LIO
does not provide the United States with signiªcant indirect security beneªts.
My critique does not challenge the core institutionalist arguments about the
potential of international institutions to inºuence states’ behavior.42 Nor does
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it take a position in the debate over the international impacts of democracy. In
other words, my critique does not rely on taking a speciªc position in the con-
tinuing debate over the arguments that lie at the core of liberalism.43

institutional binding’s ºawed logic

The institutional binding argument suffers serious weaknesses. As Randall
Schweller has convincingly explained, a powerful state cannot effectively con-
strain its ability to use its power/force when the stakes are high44—for exam-
ple, in situations in which a state is willing to launch a major war, employ its
military coercive power, or initiate a crippling trade war. Breaking an agree-
ment or violating a norm can be costly for a powerful state. Damage to its rep-
utation for respecting agreements could reduce other states’ willingness to
cooperate with it in the future. Weakening a norm could create leeway for
other states to pursue actions that run contrary to the powerful state’s inter-
ests. Nevertheless, in high-stakes situations, these costs may be dwarfed by the
beneªts the powerful state would receive by acting. Moreover, the powerful
state’s willingness to break a commitment would be reinforced by its “dis-
counting” of future costs—states typically place less weight on the future than
on the present, which supports breaking an agreement to acquire the beneªts
now, while suffering the costs later.

The critical point for the binding argument is that high-stakes cases are pre-
cisely those in which weak states need the most conªdence in the effectiveness
of institutional binding. Alliances provide a prime example: if a powerful state
decides that a major war would be too costly, it can abandon its ally; and the
powerful state can attack or coerce its ally, which may have been weakened by
joining the alliance.45 In deciding whether to join an alliance that promises
large security beneªts, a weak state will have to take these risks into account.
Unfortunately, the powerful state will be unable to signiªcantly reduce these
risks via institutional binding. In short, although institutions can inºuence in-
ternational outcomes, when the beneªts of defection are large, self-enforcing
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agreements can be difªcult or virtually impossible to design, and binding can-
not solve this problem.

Schweller identiªes a number of examples of the United States violating
“the spirit of multilateral cooperation within its own alliance system,” includ-
ing the decision by Dwight Eisenhower’s administration not to support Britain
and France during the Suez crisis, the adoption by John Kennedy’s administra-
tion of ºexible response in the face of allied opposition, and the decision by
Richard Nixon’s administration to normalize relations with China without
consulting Japan, even though Japan was the United States’ key regional ally.46

These are important examples of the United States acting unilaterally, largely
unconstrained by its allies’ preferences. One could argue, however, that they
do not go to the core of the binding argument—the desire of weaker states to
protect themselves directly from the dominant power.

A still more convincing example of the limits of institutional binding might
be cases in which binding would have solved a problem but was judged
insufªciently effective. Why, for instance, did the West European countries not
employ it to constrain West Germany following World War II? NATO was cre-
ated to meet two challenges: the need to balance against the Soviet Union and
the need to constrain West Germany. Distinguishing the inºuence of these mo-
tives for NATO’s creation is difªcult. But even before the Cold War began and
fear of the Soviet Union had crystalized, Britain and France had opposed the
creation of a purely European institution, that is, one that did not include
the United States. They worried that once West Germany recovered economi-
cally and rearmed, it would pose too large a threat, even if embedded with a
European institution. Some U.S. ofªcials, including George Kennan, favored
this approach. In contrast, believing that a European institution could not ade-
quately bind West Germany, British and French leaders wanted the United
States to provide for Western European security.47 In other words, institutional
binding would not work, but U.S. power could solve the German problem. In-
terestingly, Europeans’ concern about Germany reemerged, possibly only
brieºy, with the end of the Cold War. And again, the solution was NATO,
which provides U.S. power to an already deeply institutionalized Europe.48

So, why would weaker states ever enter into an alliance that provides little
protection against its most powerful member and, in some cases, may in-
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crease their vulnerability to attack and coercion? To begin, even if the
weaker state becomes more vulnerable within the alliance, the security
beneªts vis-à-vis its current adversaries could more than offset these risks, re-
sulting in net beneªts for the weaker state. Moreover, even if the weaker state
believes that the agreement contains signiªcant risks, its other options—
including no alliance—may be worse. In addition, a weaker state that believes
the more powerful state has little interest in taking advantage of its vulnerabil-
ities, especially those created by the alliance, will judge the risks of its in-
creased vulnerability to be smaller. This explains why the Western Europeans
were not very worried about allying with the United States, even though it
was much more powerful than West Germany and even though the stationing
of U.S. troops on their soil as part of NATO increased their vulnerability.
European beliefs/information about the United States’ benign intentions re-
ºected not only its democratic regime type, but also its historical reluctance to
engage in European security affairs.

the key to asymmetric bargains: power, not hierarchy

The hierarchy arguments that constitute part of the LIO concept suffer two key
weaknesses. First, as touched on when discussing the concept’s inward focus,
even if certain elements of the LIO are characterized by some degree of hierar-
chy, this will not affect cooperation between members of the LIO and their ad-
versaries. As Jack Donnelly explains, anarchy and hierarchy are not opposites,
and hierarchy can exist within anarchy.49 Therefore, hierarchy within the LIO
would not reveal much about the comparable relationship between the states
that are included within the order and those outside it—including, most im-
portantly, the Soviet Union during the Cold War and China today. The rela-
tionship between the United States and these countries remains anarchic, with
all of the security pressures and incentives that the international system can
fuel under certain conditions.

Second, there is little evidence of hierarchy—understood in terms of a domi-
nant power with legitimate authority—in U.S. alliances. Evidence of hierarchy
is difªcult to identify, because bargaining between a more powerful state and a
weaker one can produce outcomes that appear similar to those supposedly ex-
plained by legitimate authority. Recall that according to theorists of the LIO,
legitimate authority is granted to the more powerful state when it does not
rely on coercion to reach a consensus agreement with weaker states.

A dominant state, however, can use its signiªcant power advantage to
achieve a highly asymmetric bargain without threatening to use force. During
bargaining over the creation of an alliance, or adjustments to an existing alli-
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ance, the dominant power can threaten, at least implicitly, not to reach an
agreement. A weaker state that requires the alliance for its security may have
little choice but to accept highly asymmetric terms. Similarly, agreements are
typically enforced by the shared understanding that violating the agreement
will result in the loss of the beneªts it provides and the possibility that the
weaker state will be punished by the dominant state. A state that leaves an alli-
ance understands that the remaining members will not (or at least are less
likely to) protect it. As a result, the state willingly remains in the alliance.
Weaker states may believe that the agreement is legitimate because the domi-
nant state did not to use military force; or they may simply recognize that the
deal is the best they can get and accept it because the beneªts exceed the risks.
Either way, the terms of the agreement reºect the differences in the states’
power. Framing this outcome in terms of hierarchy and legitimate author-
ity reveals little, because power plays a decisive role in shaping the negoti-
ated agreement.

The existence of duty—weaker states complying with the dominant state’s
demands/policy preferences because they believe they should—within U.S.
alliances is still harder to ªnd. U.S. alliances with Western Europe and
Japan are cited as key examples of hierarchical security arrangements that re-
ºect duty,50 but the evidence suggests otherwise. At times during the Cold
War, the United States had to bargain hard with its allies and use its power
advantage—including threatening to abandon the alliance or to signiªcantly
reduce its military forces—to prevent them from acquiring nuclear weapons
and to prevail on other issues.51 Moreover, despite its large power advantage,
the United States has frequently not received the cooperation and investment
of ªnancial and manpower resources it expected from its allies. President
Trump has adopted an especially assertive and public approach for dealing
with inadequate burden sharing, but the problem is not new. U.S. dissatisfac-
tion with its NATO partners’ unwillingness to meet their spending commit-
ments spans many decades. According to a 1989 study, “The allocation of
burdens and responsibilities has been a contentious issue since the formation
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of the alliance. . . . Several enduring themes have bedeviled burden-sharing is-
sues almost from the inception of NATO.”52 In a more recent study, Jens
Ringsmose observes that “given that the United States could in fact withhold
its indispensable contribution to the alliance, the senior ally was able to ‘in-
duce its smaller partners to do more than they planned and intended.’”53 If
U.S. partners felt a duty to comply with U.S. expectations, such serious and
persistent burden-sharing problems should not be evident.

absence of political convergence

The political convergence argument posits that authoritarian regimes that en-
gage with the globalized international economy will eventually become liberal
democracies. Yet, neither Russia nor China has become a liberal democracy, or
is on a trajectory to become one anytime soon. This reality is highlighted in
the United States’ 2017 National Security Strategy, which argues that the
United States must “rethink the policies of the past two decades—policies
based on the assumption that engagement with rivals and their inclusion
in international institutions and global commerce would turn them into be-
nign actors.”54

Although there is substantial empirical support for the correlation between
states that are more economically developed (and have higher per capita
GDPs) and states that are democracies, a review of the comparative politics lit-
erature, which has extensively studied transitions to democracy, shows that
the LIO political convergence argument is greatly oversimpliªed. The argu-
ment is not so much wrong as it is incomplete. Social scientists have not
reached a consensus on the mechanisms that underpin the transition from au-
tocracy to democracy.55 Research has produced support for many mechanisms,
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but scholars continue to disagree about their relative importance. For example,
increases in per capita income may result in democracy only when certain
domestic political conditions are present; a split within the autocratic leader-
ship may be an especially important condition. In fact, the per capita income/
democracy correlation may not reºect a greater probability of transition, but
instead a greater probability that once a transition to democracy occurs,
wealthy states are less likely to revert to authoritarian rule. At a minimum,
therefore, although greater per capita income correlates with states being dem-
ocratic, whether a liberal democracy will emerge in a speciªc case is condi-
tional, and when this would occur is still more uncertain.

This research raises the question of whether the international economic
openness and high economic growth that China has experienced over the past
few decades had reasonable prospects for generating a transition to democ-
racy, and what its prospects are going forward. Scholars studying this question
have offered a level of nuance and conditionality that is missing in the LIO
concept’s basic political convergence argument. Some experts conclude that
the Chinese system is fragile, but others observe “authoritarian resilience.”56

At a minimum, policy analysts need to appreciate that the Chinese leadership
has pursued a diversiªed strategy for preserving its hold on power, including
not only promoting economic growth and engaging in repression of critics of
the regime, but also improving the provision of public goods, increasing input
from stakeholders outside the Communist Party, and pursuing cooptation by
bringing economic and social elites into the regime.57 Moreover, China experts
have identiªed important differences between China’s emerging middle class
and the middle classes of other countries that have transitioned to democracy,
including its relative newness, its continuing support for China’s authoritarian
system, and its recognition that it lacks the ability to effectively challenge
this system.58 These differences, in combination with the government’s policies
for retaining power, suggest that the probability of a democratic transition in
China was unlikely over the past couple of decades. Consistent with this evi-
dence, many China experts believed that integrating China into the world
economy would not lead to a democratic China, at least not within a relevant
time frame.59
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Explanations for International Cooperation

Given the LIO concept’s limited explanatory value, are there other theories
that can account for the historical outcomes that theorists and policy analysts
have credited to this concept? In this section, I demonstrate that a variety of in-
ternational relations theories—most importantly, defensive realism—provide
satisfactory explanations for key historical outcomes, including cooperation
under anarchy, NATO’s successful balancing, the Cold War peace, and the lack
of balancing against the United States following the end of the Cold War.

cooperation under anarchy

At the broadest level, proponents of the LIO concept hold that the LIO pro-
duces results—including cooperation and restraint—that cannot be explained
by other theories, most importantly, realism. Ikenberry argues that the U.S.-led
liberal hegemonic order “plays havoc with prevailing understandings of inter-
national relations,” speciªcally with neorealism and its focus on anarchy, inse-
curity, and balancing. Among its shortcomings, he holds that neorealism
cannot explain the lack of security competition within the LIO, the lack of bal-
ancing against U.S. unipolar power following the end of the Cold War, and the
hierarchical nature of the order.60 In a similar vein, Lake maintains that “in a
wholly anarchic world, self-restraint is an oxymoron,” and that “for realists,
states pursuing power or even security under uncertainty necessarily implies
zero-sum conºicts.”61

The fatal ºaw in these arguments is that a key strand of neorealism—
defensive realism—explains that under a range of conditions a state can best
achieve security by cooperating with its adversary and by exercising self-
restraint, rather than by competing. Neorealism is no longer a single theory,
but a family of theories, including Kenneth Waltz’s structural realism, offen-
sive realism, and defensive realism/rationalist structural theories.62 Drawing
on Waltz is no longer sufªcient for understanding the structural-realist possi-
bilities for cooperation under anarchy.63
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The logic of the security dilemma, which lies at the core of defensive realism,
explains why under a range of material and information conditions, under an-
archy and absent hierarchy, a state should adopt cooperative policies. For ex-
ample, unilateral restraint can signal a state’s benign motives; and an arms
control agreement can reduce the probability that an adversary will gain an
offensive military advantage. Cooperation, however, can also create risks—
including generating relative economic losses, suffering a military disadvan-
tage if the adversary cheats on an arms agreement, and (mis)signaling a lack of
resolve by pursuing cooperation to signal that one’s motives are benign. Yet,
competition brings its own risks, including the possibility of suffering absolute
economic losses, losing an arms race, and (mis)signaling that one’s own state
has malign motives. The security dilemma confronts states with the sometimes
difªcult choice about how best to balance these risks; defensive realism and
related rationalist theories explain that cooperation is sometimes a state’s
best option.64

To appreciate the full strength of my critique, it is necessary to remember
that the LIO concept does not provide a framework for explaining cooper-
ation between adversaries. Instead, it is concerned essentially with coopera-
tion within the LIO and especially between allies. This focus is striking
because explaining cooperation among allies is relatively easy; explaining the
possibilities for cooperation between adversaries is both more difªcult and
more important. The debate within realism, which is beyond the scope of this
article, does provide counters to the defensive realist/rationalist position, but
these arguments do not shift support to the LIO theorists’ position on coopera-
tion under anarchy.

effective nato balancing

NATO is one of the LIO’s pillars; LIO theorists highlight the alliance’s success
and rely heavily on the LIO concept to explain it. Realism, however, does an
excellent job of explaining NATO’s formation and success. Alliances are fore-
most a form of competition vis-à-vis an adversary; cooperation with potential
allies enables this competition. Among the most basic expectations of all
strands of structural realism is that states engage in external balancing (i.e.,
form alliances) to achieve their goals—most prominently, security. The defen-
sive strand of realism—balance of threat theory—explains alliances as states’
reactions to threats, which are determined not only by an adversary’s power
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but also by the extent of its offensive capability and its intentions. Balance of
threat theory explains the basics of NATO well; although U.S. power sur-
passed Soviet power during the Cold War, NATO’s Western European mem-
bers were much closer geographically to the Soviet Union (which enhanced its
offensive potential against them) and believed that Soviet intentions were
much more malign than U.S. intentions.65

Balance of threat theory also posits that the larger an external threat, the
larger the risk that allies will accept from within the alliance. These risks de-
pend on the military vulnerabilities created by participating in the alliance and
on the state’s beliefs about its allies’ motives and intentions. For example, al-
lowing foreign troops to be deployed on one’s territory and forgoing nuclear
weapons can increase a state’s vulnerability vis-à-vis its more capable ally.
The United States’ NATO allies ran these risks during the Cold War and con-
tinue to do so today. The perceived dangers of accepting military vulnerability
are smaller, however, if the weaker state believes that its ally is unlikely to
have malign motives and, therefore, is less likely to take advantage of these
vulnerabilities. One strand of the LIO concept—regime type—likely contrib-
utes here to understanding NATO’s cohesion. Regime type can provide a state
with information about other states’ intentions. Because the United States is a
liberal democracy, during the Cold War its NATO partners were far less wor-
ried that the United States would exploit vulnerabilities that were generated
by the alliance.66 This information argument is far more compelling than the
institutional binding argument. Institutions cannot prevent a state from using
its military capabilities in high-stakes situations, so if allies had serious doubts
about U.S. intentions, they would have been unwilling to run large military
risks.67 In contrast, information about a powerful ally’s benign intentions can
make binding unnecessary.

Theories of intra-alliance bargaining seek to explain more speciªc features of
NATO, including the distribution of members’ contributions to the alliance
and the nature of alliance commitments. This approach shares much in com-
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mon with defensive realism/rationalist approaches, but focuses primarily
on the inner workings of the alliance, while paying relatively less attention to
the international environment. Alliance bargaining theories identify a central
role for power and interests: large differences in power are predicted to gener-
ate asymmetry in the bargained outcome, reºecting differences in the value the
states place on the alliance—all else equal, more powerful states have less need
for allies.68 In the case of NATO, the United States’ geographic distance from
Europe further reduced the value of its allies and thereby increased its bar-
gaining advantage. As discussed above, outcomes that are the product of
bargaining can be similar to those predicted by the LIO concept’s mechanism
of hierarchy built on legitimate authority. Unlike the LIO concept, however,
bargaining theory does not require legitimacy or duty, neither of which is evi-
dent in NATO.

Explaining other features of NATO requires institutional and regime theo-
ries, not the LIO concept. For example, a close examination of NATO policy
ªnds that there is far more continuity in the size of countries’ contributions to
NATO forces than would be predicted by U.S. power advantages and allies’
power more generally. Regime theorists explain this continuity by focusing on
norms of consultation and the establishment of the status quo as a focal
point,69 not the weaker alliance members’ belief that they have a duty to com-
ply with U.S. demands. A second example is NATO’s ability to maintain its co-
hesion as German power increased in the 1950s and 1960s. Many alliances are
torn apart by shifting power, but NATO adapted via a variety of institutional
mechanisms—including its integrated planning system and mechanisms for
monitoring states’ military capabilities—that enabled it to increase West
Germany’s inºuence while hedging against its increased power.70

lack of balancing against the united states

One of the supposed puzzles of the post–Cold War period was the lack of bal-
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ancing against the United States’ enormous power advantage. Thomas Wright
recounts how leading analysts held that the combination of U.S. power, the ad-
vantages of globalization, and the United States’ willingness to open the LIO
to other major powers explain the lack of balancing against the United States
in the post–Cold War era. He concludes, “The power gap may have been nec-
essary, but was not sufªcient” to explain the dearth of balancing. The other key
ingredient was the U.S. offer of “participation in much of the Western liberal
order to the rest of the world so that potential rivals could beneªt from engag-
ing with the United States.”71

There are two problems with this argument. First, China and Russia have
begun balancing, even though the LIO was open to them. For more than a dec-
ade, it has become increasingly clear that China is building conventional and
nuclear forces designed to reduce U.S. military capabilities. These actions sug-
gest that China’s decision not to balance sooner reºected, at least in part, its
recognition of its limited power, not a strategy for rising peacefully.72 They
provide support for the argument that power alone may be sufªcient to ex-
plain China’s initial lack of balancing.73 In addition, the difªculty of attacking
across long distances and water, and the deterrent value of nuclear weapons—
factors that favor defense over offense, and thereby reduce the threat posed by
U.S. power—likely contributed to China’s muted balancing.74

Second, although a focus solely on power may explain China’s behavior, it
does not explain why the member states of the European Union (EU) did not
create a uniªed military capability to balance against the United States. The-
ories that include beliefs/information about other states’ motives and inten-
tions ªll this gap. As mentioned, balance of threat theory underscores that
power is not the only factor that should inºuence states’ decisions about bal-
ancing.75 The belief among EU states that U.S. motives are essentially benign,
at least as they pertain to the use of military force to compel or defeat members
of the EU, largely explains this lack of external balancing.76
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great power peace during and after the cold war

Proponents of the liberal hegemonic order claim that it played an impor-
tant role in maintaining great power peace during and after the Cold
War. Bruce Jones and his coauthors state, “Historically, one of the funda-
mental objectives of multilateral order is straightforward: To avoid great
power war.”77 Ikenberry holds that the liberal hegemonic order “won the Cold
War.”78 Wright argues that, following the Cold War, convergence’s “initial suc-
cess utterly transformed world politics and produced an unprecedented pe-
riod of peace and cooperation among the major powers.”79

However, while the causes of Cold War peace and the end of the Cold War
have fueled much debate and generated many competing explanations, the
LIO is rarely among them.80 Effective balancing by U.S. alliances, deterrence
supported by nuclear weapons, and bipolarity are much more prominent ex-
planations for the Cold War peace. The economic effectiveness of capitalism
relative to Soviet communism, the overwhelming and increasing power ad-
vantage that the West enjoyed by the 1980s, and the spread of ideas about se-
curity requirements and cooperation are commonly identiªed as contributing
to the end of the Cold War.81 If these factors are key, then there is little left
for the LIO concept to explain.

To repeat the obvious about the partial nature of the LIO, the Soviet Union
and its Warsaw Pact allies were not included in the order, but rather were di-
rectly opposed by it. Thus, discussion of lack of competition under anarchy
and legitimate authority do not apply to the U.S.-Soviet competition. Conse-
quently, if the LIO played a key role, it would have to be in enabling successful
Western balancing against the Soviet Union. At ªrst look, this seems unlikely.
Standard balance of power/balance of threat arguments provide an adequate,
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even compelling, explanation for the broad effectiveness of NATO and U.S. al-
liances in East Asia. Perhaps, though, the LIO was critical to NATO’s ability to
balance the Warsaw Pact, because it was the key to the West’s relative eco-
nomic success. Again, this seems an unlikely explanation; although trade
and Western ªnancial systems certainly contributed to the West’s economic
success, the deep source of divergence was almost certainly between the dyna-
mism of capitalist systems compared to the stagnation of the Soviet commu-
nist system. More convincing, as noted above, is that U.S. democracy and the
United States’ support/promotion of liberal democracy in Western Europe
played a role, by providing the information that enabled NATO member states
to be reasonably conªdent that others—especially the United States—would
not use force against them. This effect, however, was likely small compared to
the balance of threat arguments that emphasize the magnitude of the Soviet
threat and overwhelming U.S. power advantages, which played an especially
critical role during the formation of the alliance.

Logics of Interaction between Components of the LIO

Despite the limited explanatory power of the LIO concept, collecting the LIO’s
disparate components under a single umbrella could still have analytic value,
if interactions between them result in the LIO being more than the sum of its
parts. Discussions of the LIO have said little about the nature and the magni-
tude of these possible interactions, although Jones and his coauthors note that
“virtually every measure of policy undertaken under the goals of peace, pros-
perity and justice are in the long term mutually reinforcing.”82

This section reviews the key interactions that the international relations liter-
ature has identiªed between the security and prosperity components of the
LIO.83 The analysis yields two ªndings. First, the magnitude of these interac-
tions is difªcult to establish and remains disputed. Second, the logics that
drive these interactions are not those included in the LIO concept. Conse-
quently, although U.S. policy requires analysis of the interactions among
its economic, security, and diplomatic policies, the LIO lens is not useful for
this purpose.

alliances and greater economic openness

A long-standing debate among analysts of U.S. grand strategy concerns
whether U.S. security commitments help preserve the open international
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economy.84 Presenting the position of a key school in this debate—selective
engagement—Stephen Brooks and William Wohlforth argue, “The United
States’ ability to exercise leadership over the existing order is a function not
just of its economic size but also partly of its forward security position and as-
sociated alliances.”85 In part, this positive interaction occurs because U.S. com-
mitments, by providing security, reduce allied states’ concerns about relative
economic gains.86 The more secure a state believes it is, the less it should worry
about relative economic gains, because its potential adversary’s power is less
threatening. Although proponents of selective/deep engagement accept that
there is some uncertainty about whether U.S. forward-deployed security com-
mitments are necessary to preserve the open international economic system,
they conclude that the value of economic openness warrants buying insurance
via these security commitments.

In contrast, proponents of an alternative school of grand strategy—
neo-isolationism, which holds that the United States should terminate its ma-
jor power alliances—hold that the relative gains argument is ºawed. First, they
argue that the relative economic gains from trade between major powers take a
long time to signiªcantly change the overall balance of economic power, which
reduces the negative security implications, at least in the short and medium
terms.87 In addition, even large relative economic gains will have smaller secu-
rity implications when the offense-defense balance favors defense (and, more
speciªcally, when military technology favors deterrence, as is the case between
states able to deploy capable nuclear arsenals) and when the global distri-
bution of power is multipolar.88 Moreover, if political relations among alli-
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ance members are sufªciently good, then members will worry little about
relative gains. This is likely the case in Europe today, although it was not dur-
ing the early Cold War when NATO was created. In combination, these argu-
ments support the neo-isolationist conclusion that ending U.S. alliances would
not threaten the openness of the global economy.

Additionally, neo-isolationists hold that, contrary to hegemonic stability
theory, economic openness does not depend on a hegemon providing pub-
lic goods; therefore, even relative gains that weakened the dominant eco-
nomic position of the United States would not threaten economic openness.
Proponents of deep engagement disagree, arguing that although unnecessary
for preserving openness, hegemonic leadership does make openness more
likely, and, consequently, the United States should continue its forward secu-
rity engagement.89

Finally, some scholars maintain that alliances provide narrow economic
beneªts to the United States.90 U.S. military alliances may help preserve the
dollar’s role as the world’s leading currency, enhance the U.S. ability to negoti-
ate favorable trade deals, and improve trade ºows that beneªt the U.S. econ-
omy.91 Others disagree, at least regarding the magnitude of these effects.92 In
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any event, these arguments bear on whether U.S. security alliances increase
U.S. prosperity, not on whether they help preserve the open economic system.

economic openness and greater alliance cohesion/effectiveness

A different possibility is that economic openness increases U.S. security: open-
ness advantages the U.S. economy or its allies’ economies, or both, which in-
creases their military potential. Past U.S. policy provides only conditional
support for these mechanisms, however; under certain conditions, economic
openness decreases U.S. security.

During World War II, U.S. leaders planned for an international system based
on free trade. In the early years following World War II, however, the United
States shifted to an economic policy that favored and protected its allies. U.S.
leaders realized that economic openness would further weaken its war-
damaged Western European allies. This realization, combined with growing
recognition that the Soviet Union posed a major security threat, which made
strong allies more important, fueled the shift away from economic openness.93

Once the allied economies had recovered sufªciently, the United States
shifted back toward international openness, but the Soviet Union and its allies
were not included. Regionally limited openness provided a competitive ad-
vantage against the Soviet bloc, which reduced the economic strain the United
States incurred to meet its defense requirements. Western economic strength,
combined with the Soviet Union’s economic weakness and its misguided
defense policies, contributed to the ability of the United States to win the
Cold War.

The United States broadened its embrace of economic openness follow-
ing the end of the Cold War, including supporting the creation of the WTO in
1995 and China’s membership in the organization in 2001. China’s economy
has grown at an extraordinary rate relative to the economies of the United
States and its European and Asian allies. U.S. global economic dominance will
end sooner than it would have otherwise.94 Its tremendous economic power
has enabled China to signiªcantly increase its military power, in addition to in-
creasing its regional and global economic inºuence. Because China’s economic
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growth has not been accompanied by the political moderation that LIO propo-
nents foresaw, China’s growing military capability, built on its economic
power, is reducing U.S. security.

In short, there are good reasons to be skeptical of the argument that the LIO
is more than the sum of its parts: alliances may not increase economic open-
ness, and economic openness sometimes decreases U.S. security.

Time to Shift Lenses: From the LIO to Grand Strategy

In this section, I ªrst explain why viewing U.S. foreign policy through the LIO
lens is dangerous and then argue for employing a grand-strategic lens instead.

abandon the lio lens

To improve analysis and debate of U.S. foreign policy, scholars, policy ana-
lysts, and policymakers should discontinue use of the term “liberal interna-
tional order” and its variants, including “hegemonic liberal order.” First, for
reasons discussed above, the LIO concept provides little analytic leverage; it is
inward looking, and certain of its arguments are theoretically weak.

Second, the LIO discourse is a source of signiªcant confusion about both the
evolution of global politics and U.S. policy. As I argued at the outset, scholars
and commentators do not have an agreed understanding about what the LIO
includes. More important, the LIO terminology clouds analysis of interna-
tional policy by obscuring what is actually occurring. Consider, for example,
the common observation that the LIO faces growing threats as a result of
China’s rise and Russia’s assertive foreign policies. These dangers, however,
have actually strengthened U.S. alliances and, in turn, the LIO. At least until
the Trump administration, China’s rise was increasing the depth and cohesion
of U.S. alliances in Northeast Asia. Similarly, Russia’s increasingly aggressive
behavior in Ukraine and elsewhere was helping reinvigorate NATO. In short,
the United States is facing growing threats to its security, not to the LIO. Al-
though perhaps counterintuitive, it was the early post–Cold War decades that
posed the greatest threat to the security elements of the LIO—the lack of major
power threats to U.S. security weakened U.S. alliances. It should also be noted
that China is much more integrated into the international economy, including
importantly via the WTO, than the Soviet Union ever was. Whether China’s
economic inclusion is a net positive for the United States remains an open
question, but it certainly strengthens the economic pillar of the LIO.

Third, framing analysis of U.S. policy in terms of the LIO builds in a
signiªcant status quo bias. Much of the discussion of the LIO starts from
the premise that it is desirable and needs to be preserved.95 During periods
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of signiªcant change in the distribution of power, however, the United
States should be reconsidering whether to preserve its international commit-
ments and exploring how best to achieve its fundamental interests in the de-
cades ahead.96

Fourth, by viewing the LIO as an unalloyed good, U.S. leaders risk failing to
appreciate fully that adversaries of the United States view central pillars of the
LIO—its alliances, in particular—as a source of competition and threat. For ex-
ample, the LIO perspective contributed to U.S. enthusiasm for expanding
NATO eastward to spread democracy, while giving too little weight to Russia’s
understanding of expansion’s negative implications. Similarly, it likely con-
tributes to U.S. underappreciation of the threat that the U.S.-Japan alliance, es-
pecially the broadening of Japan’s responsibilities in the alliance, poses to
China. These U.S. misperceptions increase the probability that the United
States will misinterpret adversaries’ policies by failing to understand them as
reactions to threatening U.S. policies.

The LIO’s status quo bias and its contribution to these U.S. misperceptions
are potentially dangerous, because they encourage the United States to exag-
gerate the threats it faces and to pursue unduly competitive policies. Framing
China as a threat to the LIO reºects and combines both of these dangers, and
thereby unnecessarily aggravates U.S.-China relations.97

For all of these reasons, scholars and policymakers should use LIO terminol-
ogy, at most, for descriptive purposes. The LIO would simply refer to the inter-
national situation, including the key international institutions, the rules that
support them, and the regime types of its members. It would not imply desir-
ability or the ability to generate, even contribute to, speciªc international out-
comes, beyond those generated by its individual elements. Even this usage has
disadvantages, among others that there is no agreement on which elements the
LIO includes.

advantages of a grand-strategic lens

To generate greater clarity about the international challenges facing the United
States and its options for confronting them, analysts should employ a grand-
strategic lens. By grand strategy, I mean the broad policies—military, diplo-
matic, and economic—that a state pursues to achieve its vital interests.98 The
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LIO is simultaneously a product of U.S. grand strategy and a part of U.S.
grand strategy. The U.S. Cold War grand strategy of containment called for
protecting Western Europe from the Soviet Union; NATO was created for this
purpose and is a key component of the LIO. The economic dimension of U.S.
grand strategy is the liberal international economic system, which is a second
key component of the LIO; it reºects long-held U.S. beliefs in both the eco-
nomic beneªts of openness and the potential of openness to support peace.

Adoption of a grand-strategic lens would improve the analysis of issues
raised by the LIO discourse by placing them in the wider context of U.S. op-
tions for dealing with current geopolitical challenges. It would have three spe-
ciªc advantages. First, it would improve analysis of U.S. interests and threats
to those interests. The initial step in any analysis of grand strategy is to iden-
tify a state’s fundamental interests; typically, security and prosperity rank
highest. The next step is to consider threats to these interests. The LIO lens es-
sentially skips these steps by assuming that the LIO is a fundamental U.S. in-
terest; anything that threatens the LIO is therefore a threat to U.S. interests. As
I explained at the outset, however, the LIO is not an end/interest; instead, it is
a means for achieving U.S. interests. Shifting to a grand-strategic framework
should impose the analytic discipline required to avoid these errors.

Second, adoption of a grand-strategic framework would require engaging
with theories and theoretical disputes relevant to the formulation of U.S. inter-
national policy. Grand strategy reºects beliefs/theories that play a central role
in identifying threats and provide the logical connection between a state’s in-
terests and the available means for achieving them. The LIO concept includes
some theories/mechanisms about the nature of threats to U.S. interests and
about possible solutions: authoritarian regimes are dangerous, democracies
are not; economic engagement can reduce incentives for war; economic growth
will convert authoritarian regimes to democracies; and so on. The LIO dis-
course proceeds as though these theories are widely accepted, when in fact
scholarly debate over them continues. In addition, a range of additional
theories must be employed to adequately analyze U.S. international policy,
including those that address deterrence, power transitions, alliance forma-
tion, the security dilemma, and other causes of war. Employing a grand-
strategic framework should result in this more complete and transparent
theoretical analysis.99

Third, a grand-strategic framework would identify the full spectrum of
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broad options for achieving U.S. security and prosperity, ranging from neo-
isolationist policies that would terminate U.S. alliances to global hegemony
that requires intense military and economic competition with China. In con-
trast, the LIO lens starts with a single option and the assumption that it is de-
sirable. A grand-strategic lens would generate comparisons and assessments
of the range of possible grand strategies.

Conclusion

This article has argued that framing U.S. foreign policy in terms of the LIO is
deeply problematic. The LIO lens lacks analytic value, both because the LIO
concept is inward looking, which leaves it unable to address U.S. interactions
with its adversaries, and theoretically weak, which leaves it unable to explain
much about the United States’ interactions with its allies. Furthermore, the
bundling of the security and economic components of U.S. international policy
under the LIO umbrella does not deªne a whole that is signiªcantly greater
than the sum of its parts. Still worse, employing the LIO lens is potentially
dangerous, because it is biased toward the current geopolitical status quo and
therefore discourages analysis of changes in U.S. policy, including retrench-
ment and concessions to China, and it inºates threats to U.S. security. Shifting
to a grand-strategic lens has the potential to avoid all these problems.

Given the extent of the problems with the LIO lens, why is it so widely em-
ployed in the current U.S. foreign policy debate? Although sorting out the
many possible answers to this question is beyond the scope of this article, a
short discussion illustrates the range of possibilities. To start, some analysts’
use of the term “international order” may be for purely descriptive purposes—
simply referring to the international situation or a set of international institu-
tions. Another possibility is that analysts use the LIO terminology to refer to a
geopolitical status quo that they ªnd desirable. In this case, the term reºects
a normative preference, although this is not explicit.

Still another possibility is that framing U.S. policy in terms of the LIO ob-
scures, intentionally or unintentionally, the potentially assertive nature of U.S.
policies. For example, policies pursued in the name of the LIO sound less com-
petitive, assertive, and threatening than those pursued to preserve a state’s
sphere of inºuence or its international dominance. Because they are explicitly
exclusionary, spheres of inºuence are understood to reºect some degree of
competition. In contrast, international order can imply broad acceptance, even
though China and Russia reject some of the LIO’s key elements. Cloaking U.S.
policy in terms of the LIO can certainly make less clear how ambitious
U.S. policy actually is—preserving the LIO means that the far-ºung alliances
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and spheres of inºuence that the United States established during the Cold
War will be maintained for the indeªnite future, even as the distribution of
global and regional power shifts signiªcantly.

Employing a grand-strategic lens requires engagement of key issues that the
LIO essentially assumes away. Should the United States continue its security
commitment to East Asia? Whereas the LIO analysis implicitly assumes that
the answer is yes, the current debate over U.S. grand strategy is deeply di-
vided on this issue.100 Should the United States continue to favor economic
openness? Again, the LIO analysis assumes the answer is yes, but careful anal-
ysis is warranted. The increase in China’s power and the threat that it poses to
U.S. interests does not mean that fully integrating China into the global econ-
omy was necessarily a mistake. Whether U.S. policies that supported China’s
extraordinary relative growth were misguided depends partly on whether the
United States will be able to meet its security requirements over the next few
decades. Whether this will be possible without the United States enjoying a
large stable power advantage is the source of extensive scholarly and policy
debate.101 China’s integration into the global economy is likely now so exten-
sive that greatly reducing it would be too costly and would do little to forestall
further U.S. relative economic losses.102 In this case, the United States will need
to commit itself to long-term domestic policies designed to preserve its overall
ability to compete.103

If the United States retains its security commitments in East Asia and
Chinese economic growth continues, then, for the foreseeable future, the world
will not be the liberal hegemony described by the LIO literature. Instead it will
be a non-liberal, non-hegemonic world. How should U.S. policy adapt, if at
all? One possibility, which is largely precluded by the LIO frame, is to consider
changes in the rules, understandings, and commitments that guide U.S. secu-
rity engagement in East Asia, with the goal of ªnding concessions and com-
promises that would help reduce tensions, misunderstandings, and possible
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conºicts with China.104 Alternatively, the United States could reject such
modiªcations and adopt more assertive policies and military doctrines in the
region. Often under uncertainty, a mix of these more cooperative and more
competitive policies is the best bet.

The United States risks reducing its security by assuming that the LIO must
be preserved, thus failing to ask these fundamental questions. It will be in-
clined to exaggerate its insecurity by not distinguishing small threats from
large ones and, therefore, will be willing to use military force when not war-
ranted by the threat. U.S. foreign policy will be inºexible, when the shifting
balance of power may call for concessions and revised understandings of ap-
propriate behavior. In addition, the United States may ªnd itself overextended
with outdated commitments. With luck, none of these possibilities will materi-
alize. Preserving the LIO may be the United States’ best option. But instead
of depending on luck, analysts of U.S. foreign policy should shift from the
LIO lens to a grand-strategic lens, which promises to better explore the
path forward.
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